Session 1 – Overview
Introduction
Basic text entry
LaTeX
Exercise

Session 2 – Content
Exercise
Tags/drop downs
1. Front matter (4th drop down)
2. Text tags (1st drop down)
3. Environment tags (3rd drop down)
4. Lists/Paragraphs (2nd drop down)
Other Features
Exercise

Session 3 – Appearance
Find a shell you like
Differences between shells
LaTeX commands
Exercise

Live Training here

Session 4 – New features & Beamer
New Features in v6.0
Beamer
Importing
SWP computation
Exercise

Session 5 – Files; Errors; TeXLive
Files
Error messages
Can’t import v5.5 *.tex document
Can’t compile
TeXLive Manager/Utility
Helps/Resources
Exercise

Session 6 – Q&A; The Challenge
Bibliographies
Manual
BibTeX
Indexes
Q&A
The Challenge